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Question 1:-Choose the correct answer for the followings
1- One of the following is not a design step in forward design:
A) Gather

Information

B) Study the Solutions

C) Study the Solutions

D) SWAT analysis

2- One of the following is not a primary purpose of teardown
A) Dissection and

analysis .

C) Experience and knowledge.

B) Competitive benchmarking.
D) Propose a solutions.

3- One of the followings is a Bottom-Up approach
A) FAST

B) SOP

C) BOM

D)None of the choices

4- Documents generated from teardown process include
A) Exploded View

B) BOM

C) Function Structure

D) All of the above

5- The supporting functions provided to the customer that are important
to perform overall function is referred to as
A) Main Function

B) Supplementary Function

C) Auxiliary Functions

D)Binding Functions

Question 2:-What is reverse engineering?

- The process of discovering the technological principles of a device
or system
- The disassembly and re-assembly of the device
- The process of taking a device, system, or program apart and
analyzing its workings in detail

Question 3:-List down the product development phases
1- Understand the opportunity
2- Develop a concept
3- Implement a concept

Question 4:-In product development what is Customer need analysis?
- What do customers want?
- How much are they willing to pay?

Question 5:-What are the major steps of reverse engineering? Define each
step briefly?
1. Prescreening
choose a candidate product
2. Observation
Study of the product functionality and specifications Research
available literature in order to acquire information about the
product under test, Information should be collected, summarized,
and analyzed, Test the product and record its functional parameters
in the laboratory
3. Dissection
One sample product is disassembled. The other should be left intact
and used for comparison later. All the parts and their
functionality should be identified.Documents such as Bill of
Materials (BOM) and tree diagram should be generated
4. Analysis
Understand the interface and connections between the subsystems and
components Understand the functionality of all subsystems and
components draw block diagrams, circuit schematics, and mechanical
drawing. It might also involve modeling and simulation

Question 6:-For the digital satellite receiver bellow:
1- Draw the black box model and determine the input and output of the
system
2- Develop a FAST diagram for TV.
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Question 7:Given the following exploded view of fan build a single level
BOM that describe the parts 1 to 10 with integrated SOP description.

Item#
1

Qnt
1

material
plastic

description
Protect Blades

SOP description
Dangerous to user

1

name
Front
Cover
Nut

2

metal

Secure blades

3

1

blades

plastic

4

1

washer

metal

Move Air
Forward
Provide gap
Secure the
Blades

5

1

plastic

Protect Blades

6

1

Rear
cover
shaft

Blades will run out the
shaft
Assembly will fail
No air flow
No resistance to torque
Blades become unstable
Blade may collide with
rear cover
Increase noise and
friction
Dangerous to user

metal

7

1

motor

metal

8

1

plastic

9

1

Operation
keys
Support
column

10

1

Base

plastic

Transmit torque
to blades
Generate
rotational
movement
Power on/off
Control speed
Support the
system to
proper position
Stabilize the
system

plastic

Blade won’t rotate.
No resistance to torque
Frailer of the system
System will fail
No control on speed
The air flow won’t
reach desired locations
The system will fall
down

Question 8:- For the house of Quality diagram bellow for Power
Screwdriver answer the following question

1- What is the most important Design requirement that should be
improved with respect to customer requirement and market needs?
Justify your answer

Low weight of SD, due to its strong correlation to customer requirement
“the SD allows one hand grip” which have a high importance to customer
and due to competitor achievement in this requirement.

2- What is the Effect of Battery Capacity on the customer requirement
“The SD allows one-hand grip”? Suggest a solution.
Battery capacity will affect “The SD allows one-hand grip” in a negative
manner since the increase of battery capacity will increase the weight
of SD and hence have a negative impact on customer requirement “The SD
allows one-hand grip”.
Solution:- try to find other kind of battery that can have greater
capacity with lower weight.

